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Project objectives

Objectives of ESA study 
1: To assess the value of LEO+GEO satellite observation system measuring in the UV-VIS 

for tropospheric composition monitoring using data assimilation.  
Focus on O3, CO, NO2, HCHO

• Gain in model + forecast skill.
• Improvement of boundary layer (BL) concentrations.
• Improvement of impact long-range transport on BL.
• Improvement of continuous and episodal sources.
• Optimisation of surface emission rates.

2: To study the impact of cloudiness, aerosol, surface albedo and uncertainty in the 
dynamical fields (vertical transport) on model and forecast skill. Optimise the assimilation 
approach.

Approach and partner roles 
KNMI, FMI: synthetic observations 
TNO, KNMI: OSSE with LOTOS-EUROS for NO2, HCHO (BL and emissions) 
CNRM-GAME, NILU: OSSE with MOCAGE for CO and O3 (transport)

OSSE = Observing System Simulation Experiment
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Project limitations

Focus on four species: O3, CO, NO2, HCHO 
• Project is “univariate” in nature:    
 species will be studied individually    
• Synergy with other available (satellite) data not studied   
 In particular the combined use of UV-Vis-NIR-SWIR and TIR     
 is a powerful approach to obtain better vertical information  
 on CO and O3   



High Spatial Resolution

1932 L. C. Valin et al.: Observation of slant column NO2 using the super-zoom mode of AURA-OMI

Table 1. Dates and regions for which slant column NO2 was retrieved.

Rihand, India Seoul, Korea Sarni, India Dubai, UAE

Latitude and Longitude 82.5–83.5⇤ E 126.7–127.7⇤ E 77.7–78.7⇤ E 55.0–55.7⇤ E
23.6–24.5⇤ N 37.05–37.95⇤ N 21.5–22.5⇤ N 24.9–25.5⇤ N

Date of super-zoom observations 23 Nov 2004 21 Nov 2004 19 Nov 2004 21 Nov 2004
Dates in six-orbit average 1 Nov 2005 23 Oct 2005 30 Oct 2005 23 Oct 2005

10 Nov 2005 8 Nov 2005 6 Nov 2005 30 Oct 2005
17 Nov 2005 12 Oct 2006 22 Nov 2005 1 Nov 2005
19 Nov 2005 11 Nov 2006 8 Dec 2005 8 Nov 2005
26 Nov 2005 20 Nov 2006 18 Nov 2006 1 Dec 2005
5 Dec 2005 7 Nov 2007 11 Dec 2006 3 Dec 2005
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Figure 3. MODIS RGB image, slant column NO2 retrieved from OMI super-zoom and operational resolution 3 
observations, and from six operational resolution observations over the Rihand Reservoir in India (a-d), Seoul, 4 
South Korea (e-h), and Sarni, India (i-l).  Power plants located around the Rihand Reservoir include Singrauli and 5 
Vindhyachal (PP1 – 4200 MW), Anpara and Hindalco (PP2 –2400 MW), Rihand (PP3 –1000 MW pre-2006), and 6 
Obra (PP4 – 1600 MW).  Power plants around Sarni, India (i), include Satpura generating station (PP5).  7 

Fig. 3. MODIS RGB image, slant column NO2 retrieved from OMI super-zoom and operational resolution observations, and from six
operational resolution observations over the Rihand Reservoir in India (a–d), Seoul, South Korea (e–h), and Sarni, India (i–l). Power plants
located around the Rihand Reservoir include Singrauli and Vindhyachal (PP1 – 4200MW), Anpara and Hindalco (PP2 – 2400MW), Rihand
(PP3 – 1000MW pre-2006), and Obra (PP4 – 1600MW). Power plants around Sarni, India (i), include Satpura generating station (PP5).

the maximum to near-background over a distance of 30-50
km. While the operational-scale retrieval captures the gen-
eral structure of the Seoul urban plume (Fig. 3g), the super-
zoom mode captures variation of slant column NO2 of up to
3⇥ 1016 molecules cm�2 (50%) within a single operational-
scale pixel. The six-orbit operational-resolution average
(Fig. 3h) is much smoother than that observed in a single
day, an effect of variable daily meteorology that smoothes
the average.

Super-zoom observations capture a maximum in slant
column NO2 directly to the south of the Satpura Power
Plant in Sarni, India (Fig. 3j; 2.2⇥ 1016 molecules cm�2),
a value that is seven times larger than the variability and
average observed over the remote ocean on the same over-
pass. At operational-scale, both single- and six-orbit average
(Fig. 3k–l), the enhancement is modest relative to the sur-
rounding background (⌅20%).
These observations demonstrate that the instrumental

noise of OMI is not the limiting factor in producing high

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 4, 1929–1935, 2011 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/4/1929/2011/

From Valin et al., AMT, 2011
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Cross-OSSE

LOTOS-EUROS

MOCAGE

Synthetic Observations

Synthetic Observations
Nature run 
NO2, HCHO,  
O3, CO,  
Clouds 

Nature run 
O3, CO,  
NO2, HCHO, 
Clouds 

Sentinel 4, Sentinel 5 
O3, CO  
observations 

Sentinel 4, Sentinel 5 
NO2, HCHO  
observations 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Time periods

Summer 2003: June-July-August 
Winter 2003/4: November-December-January 

Fire events (2003 Portugal)

Very hot periods in 
Summer 2003

Periods where 2003 is  
representative of a normal year
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Study domains

Clarification of the OSSE approach ISOTROP, ESA contract 4000105743  
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Both TM5 and MOZART are used in the global MACC reactive gas system, and there 
is much experience with the comparison between the two (e.g. Huijnen et al., 2010, 
2012). Both models are extensively validated on a routine basis within MACC, 
especially focussing on O3, CO, and NO2, and show a similar performance in the 
validation studies. 

3.1.3 MOCAGE 

The simulations of MOCAGE model will be performed over the Europe domain at the 
horizontal resolution of 0.2°x0.2°.  This domain is a nested domain, which is 
controlled on the boundaries by the global model (2°x2°). 
A detailed validation of the model using a large number of measurements during the 
Intercontinental Transport of Ozone and Precursors (ICARTT/ITOP) campaign was 
performed by Bousserez et al. (2007) and the climate version was validated by 
Teyssèdre et al.(2007). 
To make sure we have the most realistic nature runs, we will assimilate separately the 
ozone ground based data and the satellite CO data (MOPITT or IASI). To ensure the 
data quality, we will compare the model results to independent data.  For NO2 and 
HCHO, MOCAGE will deliver the resulting free runs. 
Secondly, we will interpolate the 0.2°x0.2° resolution over the European domain to 
0.1°x0.1°. This resolution is close to the resolution of the S4 and S5 satellites. 
Third, over France, Belgium and western Germany (on the Prev'Air domain, 5W-10E, 
41N-52N) MOCAGE will provide output for the Nature run at 0.1°x0.1° degree. 
With this setup the resolutions of LOTOS-EUROS (0.0625 by 0.125), MOCAGE 
(0.1 by 0.1), the TNO-MACC anthropogenic emissions (0.0625 by 0.125) and the 
MACC fire emissions (0.1 by 0.1 degree) are all very comparable. 

 
Figure 2: The MACC European domain. The red rectangle is the extended Prev'Air domain, 
which is used for the OSSE and reference runs of LOTOS-EUROS, as discussed in the text. 

OSSE domain for 
CO,O3 
MOCAGE 
resolution 0.2 degree 

OSSE domain for 
NO2, HCHO 
LOTOS-EUROS 
resolution 0.0625 x 0.125 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Nature run comparisons

NO2 CO

Ozone
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Synthetic observations

NR Profiles

Retrieval Sim.

Synthetic L2

NR Profiles

Retrieval Sim.LUT Interpol.

Synthetic L2

Representative 
Geometries 

“Brute-force” method LUT-based method

Based on optimal Estimation (Rodgers) and DOAS 
Observation error covariance matrices, kernels 
Orbit simulator

LUT

Averaging kernels 
+ Covariances
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Observations - CO

Nature Run Albedo

Retrievals
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Results: CO, S5, retrieval
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CO OSSE  
analysis increments

Clear impact in both PBL and free trop

ISOTROP CO OSSE

the assimilation system. This explains why we observe also small correlations over 
some land regions, although the satellite samples them. To provide further insight 
into  the  impact  of  S5-P  CO  measurements,  we  calculate  latitude-height  and 
longitude-height  cross-sections  at  48.8  N  2.6  E,  which  is  near  Paris.  Figure  7 
(bottom left and right panels) displays a zoom of the zonal and meridional vertical 
slices of the analysis increment around 48.8 N 2.6 E. We observe the presence of 
significant corrections in a deep layer and that they are larger at the surface, and 
exhibit  a  second maximum  around  650  hPa.  This  vertical  structure  is  primarily 
attributable to the forecast error  standard deviation (given as a vertically varying 
fraction of the local CO mixing ratio) which is typically higher in the boundary layer 
(where the value of the S5P CO averaging kernel is close to 1). The shape of S-5P 
analysis increments exhibits a second peak around 650 hPa, but is similar to the 
shape of SCIAMACHY analysis increments, which also extend through a deep layer 
with maxima at the surface (Tangborn et al.,  2009). The fact that these analysis 
increments  stretch  out  over  a  deep  layer  is  due  to  the  TROPOMI/S-5P  and 
SCIAMACHY averaging  kernels,  which  are  very  similar  and  close  to  unity  over 
cloud-free land.

Figure 7 :  S-5P CO analysis increments at  14:00 UTC on 15 June 2003: Top panel: the 
geographical distribution at the surface (model surface). Red dashed lines show zonal and 
meridional vertical slices at 48°8 N, and 2°6 E respectively. Black dashed lines illustrate the 
S5P/TROPOMI cross-track at  13:12 UTC, clipped to the OSSE simulation domain. Notice  
that the S-5P CO observations measured by the satellite at 13:12 UTC are assimilated to 
produce an analysis at 14 : 00 UTC. Left and right panels: these show, respectively, the local  
longitude-height and latitude-height cross-sections at the point 48:8 N 2:6 E, which is near 
Paris

Page 16 of 30
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CO OSSE  
analysis increments

Correlation (CR-NR)

ISOTROP CO OSSE

 

Figure 12: Correlation coefficient between the CR and the NR (left) and between the AR and 
the NR (right) at the surface and for the summer period.

Figure 13 presents an example of the time series produced from the NR, the CR 
and the AR over the 3 boxes represented in figure 11. Box a represents the Paris 
region, box b a region over Portugal, whereas box c represents an area in the east 
domain where the reduction of MAE and RMSE is much larger than for the other 
regions.  Firstly,  for  all  sites  the  AR is  generally  closer  to  the  NR than  the  CR, 
showing the impact of the simulated observations. Over Paris (box a), the CR is 
already close to the NR and the impact of the S5P CO simulated observations is 
small.  For  box b,  over  Portugal,  the presence of  fires is  well  seen with  a huge 
maximum of CO at the beginning of the heat wave which is not seen by the CR (the 
fires were not taken into account in the CR) but is very well represented by the AR. 
This indicates the important role of satellite data not only in terms of average values 
but also in terms of temporal variability. During the fire event, the CO concentrations 
over  box  b  were  larger  than  500  ppbv  whereas  the  CR  stayed  stable  with 
concentrations less than 200 ppbv. Over box c, the temporal variability is not high 
but there is a bias between the NR and the CR, removed in the AR. This explains 
the results obtained in the reduction of MAE and RMSE in this area.

Page 21 of 30

Correlation (AR-NR)
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CO OSSE  
Time series surface

ISOTROP CO OSSE

Figure 13: Time-series for CO concentrations in surface air produced from NR, CR and AR 
over three different locations defined in figure 12: Top panel for box (a), middle panel for box 
(b), and bottom panel for box (c).

V. The Winter period

We focus on three months during winter  2003 (November,  December  2003 and 
January 2004). The primary goal is to study the differences of S5P CO added value 
between the summer 2003 and the winter 2003 periods. Different to the summer, 
which was relatively cloud-free, the winter experienced a heavy cloudiness situation 
typical of winter over Europe. This period allowed the study of the impact of cloudy 
pixels in the OSSE. For this, we performed two winter OSSEs, one using all pixels 
(cloudy pixels and clear pixels), hereafter the 100% case, and a second with less 
than 10% of cloud cover, hereafter the 10% case. For the 100% case, we assimilate 
all the land pixels, whereas we assimilate the pixels over sea if the cloud cover is 
greater than 60%. The 10% case is representative of a clear sky OSSE. Finally, we 
made the comparison between these two winter OSSEs and the summer OSSE.

Page 22 of 30
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Observations - NO2, S5

Nature Run Noisy 
observations
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Observations - NO2, S4

Local noon Early morning
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NO2 OSSE 

S4 S5
3

!!!!!!!!! !

!!!!!!!!! !

!!!!!!!!! !
Figure323Europe3–3summer3period:3Bias3(top3row),3RMSE3(middle3row)3and3correlation3(bottom3row)3with3synthetic3
observations3for3O33gb+S43NO23(left3two3columns)3and3O33gb+S53NO23(right3two3columns).3First3column3for3each3instrument3is3
from3Model3Run3without3data3assimilation,3second3column3is3from3assimilation3run3with3assimilation3of3synthetic3
observations.3

Figure!3!and!Figure!4!show!the!results!for!the!winter!study!period.!It!can!again!be!seen!that!the!satellite!
observations!from!both!S4!and!S5!decrease!the!positive!biases!and!the!RMSE,!and!increase!the!
temporal!correlation.!In!the!winter!period!the!modelled!values!also!show!some!large!negative!biases!
over!large!parts!of!the!domain,!these!biases!are!decreased!through!assimilation!of!the!satellite!NO2!
columns!however!to!a!much!lesser!extent!than!the!decrease!in!the!positive!biases.!In!Eastern!Europe!
the!modelled!values!are!lower!than!the!observations!and!the!observations!are!quite!high.!As!the!error!in!
the!observations!is!a!relative!error,!a!high!column!also!means!a!high!error!leading!to!a!smaller!impact!of!
the!observations.!Near!the!Eastern!boundary!of!the!model!domain!adjustment!of!the!model!is!also!hard!
as!the!concentrations!are!can!be!largely!influenced!by!the!boundary!conditions!in!case!of!Eastern!winds.!!

The!negative!biases!are!also!seen!over!the!Atlantic!and!North!Sea.!In!these!areas!the!model!does!not!
have!any!NOx!emission!sources!except!for!the!shipping!emissions!and!therefore!the!system!will!not!be!
able!to!increase!the!NO2!values!through!changing!emissions.!

The!square!box!which!can!be!seen!in!the!synthetic!data!is!a!feature!of!the!nature!run!from!which!they!
have!been!derived,!which!combined!results!from!a!low!resolution!European!run!with!a!high!resolution!
zoom.!

CR AR CR AR

Bias

RMS

Corr
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NO2 OSSE: Diurnal cycle

The!negative!bias!is!further!increased!through!assimilation!of!the!satellite!data;!Remembering!the!
satellite!column!results,!we!have!seen!for!the!summer!period!that!the!satellite!no2!columns!are!mostly!
overestimated!by!the!model.!The!assimilation!will!decrease!the!NOx!emissions!to!remove!this!
overestimation,!leading!to!smaller!total!NO2!columns!in!the!model.!This!explains!the!more!negative!bias!
in!the!total!columns!for!this!case.!!

Nevertheless!assimilation!of!NO2!column!observations!improves!the!RMSE!and!correlation,!for!the!
geostationary!S4!during!entire!day!for!the!geostationary!S5!from!around!overpass!time!until!nighttime,!
clearly!pinpointing!the!added!value!of!geostationary!observations.!Combined!assimilation!of!both!S4!
and!S5!data!slightly!improves!the!temporal!correlation!around!the!overpass!time!of!S5.!Figure!6!also!
shows!the!impact!of!the!assimilation!of!HCHO!columns!from!the!two!different!sentinels!on!the!NO2!
columns,!in!both!cases!this!impact!is!small.!

The!benefit!of!the!high!temporal!resolution!of!the!S4!observations!is!even!clearer!looking!at!the!fire!
domain!for!a!2!week!period!(1M16!August!2013)!containing!large!wildfires!as!shown!in!Figure!9.!While!
the!correlation!using!S5!observations!clearly!improves!after!overpass!time,!the!correlation!using!S4!
observations!already!improves!after!sunrise!when!the!observations!become!available.!

!!

!
Figure393Fire3domain3–31>163August32013:3RMSE3(bottom3left)3and3correlation3(bottom3right)3prior3(black3line)3and3after3
assimilation3of3observations3(colored3lines,3O33gb+S43NO23(blue),3O33gb+S53NO23(pink)3or3O33gb+S43and3S53NO23(purple)).! 3

Fires over Portugal

Note: LOTOS-EUROS assimilation is adjusting emissions:     
    longer memory than e.g. 3D-Var
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NO2 OSSE: Zoom domain

S5

S4

! !!

! !!!
Figure31233Fire3domain3–313to3163August32003,314h3average.3Bias3with3nature3run3surface3NO23before3assimilation3(top3left),3
and3after3assimilation3of3gb3O33(top3right),3gb3O3+S43NO23(bottom3left)3or3gb3O33+S53NO2.3

!

!
Figure3133Zoom3domain3–3summer,314h3average.3Bias3with3nature3run3surface3NO23before3assimilation3(top3left),3and3after3
assimilation3of3gb3O33(top3right),3gb3O3+S43NO23(bottom3left)3or3gb3O33+S53NO2.3

! !

Control: 
O3 surface 
assimilation

Free

Surface NO2, 14:00
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Observations - HCHO

Nature Run Retrieval error

Noisy 
observations
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HCHO OSSE 

Fires in 
Portugal 

1-16 
August  
2003

HCHO!
The!HCHO!product!is!much!less!developed!as!the!NO2!product!and!has!a!small!signal!to!noise!ratio.!This!
means!a!large!number!of!observations!is!needed!to!cancel!out!the!noise!in!the!product,!and!high!HCHO!
concentrations!are!needed!to!get!a!consistent!picture.!To!this!reason!we!will!show!results!for!the!fire!
domain!and!the!two!week!period!of!1M16!August!2003!as!this!is!a!period!with!wildfires!over!the!Iberian!
Peninsula!and!high!concentrations!of!HCHO,!showing!a!clear!signal!in!the!satellite!products.!For!the!
other!domains,!we!see!that!the!averaged!modelled!HCHO!columns!and!surface!concentrations!do!not!
show!an!improvement!(rather!a!detoriation!)when!assimilating!HCHO!satellite!observations.!

Impact3on3HCHO3satellite3column33
Figure!16Figure!1!shows!the!averaged!synthetic!sentinel!4!(S4)!and!Sentinel!5!(S5)!HCHO!observations!at!
14h!over!the!fire!domain!for!1M16!August!2003,!versus!the!results!from!the!MR!!run!and!the!assimilation!
run.!!It!can!be!seen!that!the!Model!Run!shows!higher!HCHO!columns!over!some!hot!spots!in!Portugal!as!
compared!to!the!synthetic!observations!from!the!nature!run.!When!assimilated!in!combination!with!the!
ozone!groundbased!observations!both!the!S4!HCHO!column!observations!as!well!as!the!S5!HCHO!
column!observations!are!decreasing!the!values!over!these!hotspots!to!get!in!better!agreement!with!the!
synthetic!observations.!This!can!also!be!seen!in!Figure!17!where!the!statistical!parameters!bias,!RMSE!
and!temporal!correlation!versus!the!synthetic!observations!are!plotted.!In!these!plots!the!influence!of!
the!high!amount!of!noise!in!the!satellite!products!is!visible,!but!especially!the!high!positive!biases!and!
RMSE!over!the!hotspots!are!decreased.!!

3

!
Figure3163Fire3domain>31>163August320033averaged3synthetic3HCHO3columns3at314h3(left)3and3collocated3convolved3HCHO3
columns3from3Model3Run3(middle)3and3Assimilation3run3(right)3for3O33gb3+3S43HCHO3(top)3and3O33gb3+3S53HCHO3(bottom).!
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Observations - Ozone

Follow approach of Migliorini, MWR 2008 
“Use of Information Content for … efficient interface to DA” 

1. Efficient storage: Only kernel vectors and retrieval value 
for leading eigenvectors 

2. Convenient for data assimilation: 
smaller nr of observations + diagonal obs. covariance 

KNMI DISAMAR RTM:  
* forward + Optimal Estimation  
  retrieval following Rodgers 
* 300-320 nm range 
  @ 7x7 footprint  
* 6 leading eigenvectors

troposphere stratosphere

vector #5
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Summary ISOTROP project

An OSSE to study the impact of Sentinel 4 and 5 data  
on air quality forecasts 
Target species O3, CO, NO2, HCHO 

• Realistic observations with full description of kernels and covariances 
• Model differences describe present-day model uncertainty 

S4-S5 synthetic observations and lookup-tables available for  
future OSSE studies 

“Atmospheric Composition Observation System Simulation Experiments 
(OSSE) Workshop”, ECMWF, October 2012  
=> Possible collaboration with USA / Asia on OSSE studies for GEO and 
LEO platforms (CEOS / NASA / MACC)  
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